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Simulating practical combustion systems requires the approximation of the interaction
between turbulence, molecular transport and chemical reactions. Turbulent combustion
models are used for this purpose, but their behavior is difficult to anticipate based on
their mathematical formulations, making the use of numerical experimentation necessary.
Therefore, the present work explores the e↵ect of three turbulent-combustion models, two
eddy-viscosity models, and their parameters on a combustion problem which is notoriously
difficult to model: flame extinction and reignition. For this purpose, two types of temporal
jets are considered, and direct-numerical-simulation results are compared qualitatively with
those from large-eddy simulations.

I.

Introduction

Combustion devices such as piston engines, gas-turbine engines, afterburners, and furnaces operate in
a turbulent-combustion mode, as opposed to laminar combustion.1, 2 Turbulent combustion involves an
interaction between chemical reactions, micromixing (molecular mixing), and turbulence that spans a broad
range in spatiotemporal space. As a result, the full resolution of these physics with Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS) is currently computationally a↵ordable only for the simplest type of problems. Practical
problems need to be simulated with mathematical formulations that approximate the above physics. These
formulations are called turbulent-combustion models. Being models themselves, careful comparisons of their
predictions with experiments or DNS is necessary, a topic which has a vast literature.2–5 Nonetheless, there
still remains various physics which have proven to be particularly difficult to model.
The onset of flame blowout is a dangerous operating condition. It involves extinction and reignition,6
both of which pose a difficult modeling challenge. To start with, convenient modeling assumptions about the
rate controlling mechanism (mixing-controlled or reaction-controlled) no longer apply. Another difficulty is
the fact that some reignition mechanisms involve a distributed-reaction-like regime7, 8 or a partially-premixed
combustion mode.9, 10 Therefore, for example, flamelet or conditional-moment-closure models designed exclusively for either premixed or nonpremixed combustion are not applicable, but may need to be modified
to account for partially-premixed combustion, a task that has been conducted for flamelets.11 Another
challenge in modeling extinction and reignition is that molecular di↵usion plays a key role; not surprisingly,
simulations of extinction and reignition with transported PDF (TPDF) methods, where micromixing is
modeled, not resolved, are very sensitive to the type of micromixing model.12 This type of model-parameter
sensitivity is not restricted to TPDF. Moreover, some flames undergoing extinction and reignition exhibit
PDFs of temperature with two peaks (i.e. not monomodal PDFs),13, 14 a feature that cannot be captured
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with models assuming PDFs as a sum of two or three delta functions, as done by the multi-environment PDF
method as currently formulated. Further discussion of these challenges for turbulent-combustion models is
provided elsewhere.15–19
Considering that extinction-reignition problems pose a difficult modeling challenge, the present work
uses two reacting temporal jets to assess the predictive capabilities of Large Eddy Simulations (LES). This
assessment is conducted by taking the point of view of a user by following the next guidelines. First,
predictions from three types of models are compared: the Linear Eddy Model (LEM) turbulent-combustion
model;20–23 the Partially Stirred Reactor model (PaSR) from Chalmers University of Technology,24 which
can be seen as a variant of the ubiquitous Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model;25 and, the no-model
or laminar-chemistry or quasi-laminar-chemistry approach. Second, simulations are conducted for two mesh
sizes, ranging from those used in academic LES, to those use in industry. Using di↵erent mesh sizes is
necessary to address the following question: Is the mesh spacing so fine that the use of a turbulent-combustion
model is not needed at all? Third, the empirical constants of the turbulent-combustion models are varied.
In order to achieve the present objective along these lines, the jets of Hawkes et al.26 and Lignell et al.9
are adequate choices because they exhibit extinction-reignition, they have well defined boundary conditions,
and they can be simulated with computationally a↵ordable LES, simplifying the conduction of a parametric
study. Their drawback, however, is their rather low turbulence levels. In this way, the following seeks a
primarily qualitative comparison between DNS and LES results through the use of temperature maps.

II.
II.A.

Approach

LES equations

The present work uses the OpenFOAM R library27, 28 (v. 2.3.1) and considers the following filtered or
averaged conservation equations for mass, momentum, total sensible enthalpy, and species for gases that are
compressible, viscous, heat-conducting and multiple-component and move at low-Mach-number speeds:
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Here ⇢ is density, p pressure, ui is the velocity vector, h is the sensible enthalpy, and Y↵ is the mass fraction
of the species ↵. The bar denotes a spatial average and the tilde a Favre spatial average. ⌧¯ji , q̄j , and j̄↵,j are
respectively the averaged viscous stress tensor, heat flux, and Fickian molecular flux of species ↵. Likewise,
sgs
sgs
⌧ji
, qjsgs , and j↵,j
are the subgrid viscous stress tensor, heat flux, and molecular flux of species ↵, all of
which need closure. These conservation equations are complemented with the averaged equation of state for
ideal gases,
N
X
Ỹ↵ T̃
p = ⇢Ru
,
(5)
M W↵
↵=1
and the averaged caloric equation of state given by NASA polynomials,
h̃s = h̃s (T̃ ) .

(6)

sgs
sgs
Closure of ⌧ji
, qjsgs , and j↵,j
is done mainly with the Smagorinsky model and turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt
numbers equal to one. In addition, a low-Reynolds number one-equation-eddy model is used to close these
terms. These eddy-viscosity models are used as implemented in OpenFOAM. The averaged source terms S̄h
and S̄↵ are closed as follows.
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II.B.

Closure of the chemical source terms with PaSR and the no-model approach

With the PaSR model in OpenFOAM the averaged chemical source term, S̄↵ , is computed with
✓
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⌧c + ⌧ m
t

(7)

where C̄↵ = ⇢¯Ỹ↵ /M W↵ , ⌧c is a chemical characteristic time defined to be proportional to an average of the
forward reaction rate of all reactions and all species. ⌧m is the mixing characteristic time given by:
r
µ̄ + µsgs
⌧m = c m
,
(8)
⇢¯✏sgs
with cm being a model constant equal to ten unless said otherwise, µsgs a subgrid-scale eddy viscosity,
and ✏sgs a subgrid-scale dissipation. An important feature of the PaSR model is the computation of C↵⇤ ,
which represents the concentration of the specie ↵ at the subgrid level. C↵⇤ is computed from the solution
of the governing equations of a constant-pressure reactor.1 For this solution, C̄↵ and T̃ are used as initial
conditions, and the simulation is time-advance from t to t + t at time intervals of the order of ⌧c . Further
details about the PaSR model are given elsewhere.24 In the no-model approach, the averaged chemical source
term is given by:
S̄↵ = S↵ (C̄↵ , T̃ ) .
(9)
In other words, the chemical source term is simply evaluated using the resolved fields.
II.C.

LEM modeling “inside” a LES cell

The LESLEM model is composed of the following elements: the LES equations discussed above; the LEM
modeling “inside” a LES cell discussed right away; the transfer of information from the LEM to the LES;
the LEM modeling “between” LES cells; and for the present particular implementation the closure of S̄h
and S̄↵ .
The hallmark feature of LEM is a 1D domain consisting of an array or stack of wafers,23 with an inflow
at one end, and an outflow at the other end. There is one array per computational LES cell, as pictured in
Fig. 1. The subgrid flow is governed by, among others, the conservation equations in their 1D form:
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Here mcell is the total mass in a LES cell, the integration is done over the whole 1D domain, the x coordinate
is parallel to the 1D array, and ST is the heat-source term in the temperature equation. Here unity Prandtl
and Lewis numbers are used to compute qx and j↵,x .
Macromixing (subgrid turbulent stirring) is represented by distorting the profiles of various quantities
according to
T (x) ! T (M (x)) , Y↵ (x) ! Y↵ (M (x)) .
(13)
Here M (x) is a mapping operation called the triplet map. The e↵ect of the triplet map on a flow property
profile defined in [x0 , x0 + l] is to replace the profile with three compressed images of the original with the
middle image flipped. This is how the compressive and rotational motions observed in turbulent flows are
represented in LEM.29
Triplet maps are parametrized by a location x0 , length l, and an eddy rate distribution . They are
implemented in a stochastic way by sampling x0 from a uniform distribution and l from
f (l) =

l
5
5/3
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,
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(14)

Figure 1. LEM simulations use a 1D domain (grey line) consisting of a stack of wafers (LEM elements) per computational
LES cell (black line).

where lp and lmax are the most-probable and maximum length-scales characterizing the turbulence, and are
specified by the user. Here lp is taken as the Kolmogorov length-scale ⌘ and lmax equals the local mesh
spacing of the LES solver . Implied here are Kolmogorov’s scalings in the inertial subrange (e.g. the
time-scale of an eddy ⌧ scales as ⌧ ⇠ l2/3 ). An estimate for the Kolmogorov length-scale is given by
⌘ = N⌘
with N⌘ being a model constant, and Re

Re

3/4

,

(15)

the subgrid Reynolds number:

usgs
,
⌫
where usgs is a characteristic subgrid velocity fluctuation, and ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity.
The eddy rate distribution is obtained through dimensional reasoning and is computed with
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with C being a model constant. The average time interval between triplet maps is:
1
tstir =
.

(16)
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Unless said otherwise C = 1 and N⌘ = 1.1 are used throughout. These values were selected to ensure that
triplet maps are being implemented during the simulation.
II.D.

LEM modeling “between” LES cells

The last element of LESLEM is an algorithm that transfers subgrid-scale quantities, i.e. those defined in
the 1D arrays but not necessarily at the LES level, between 1D arrays in adjacent LES computational cells.
It is through this algorithm that the 1D arrays “see” the resolved flow in the form of boundary conditions
for Eqs. 10-12. Of the various algorithms proposed, the present work uses the splicing algorithm since it has
proven to be robust for practical combustion implementations. Basically, the splicing algorithm cuts and
pastes the end portions of 1D arrays of adjacent LES cells to emulate a Lagrangian type of mass transfer.
Decisions of how much to cut and paste are based on the values of the mass fluxes across the faces of LES
computational cells. For example, if the mass flux at a given face of cell A is large and directed from cell A
to cell B, a large portion of the 1D array in A will be cut and then pasted onto one of the two endpoints
of the array in B. There is some arbitrariness, however, in how this is exactly done. If this mass flux were
small, a small portion would be cut and pasted. Details about the splicing algorithm used here are given in
App. V.
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II.E.

Closure of the chemical source terms with LEM

Figure 2 summarizes the steps of the present LEM model to close the chemical source terms. In Fig. 2 µsgs
is a subgrid eddy viscosity, is the filter width or the cell spacing, and t is the time step of the LES. The
averaged chemical source terms S̄h and S̄↵ is conducted by taking the median value along the various LEM
elements for the current LES time step. This calculation is seen to produce almost identical results when
using a mean. It is important to note that this use of LEM di↵ers from its more typical one.22, 23

LES level

LEM level

Get from CFD code:

Solve 1D LEM
equations
face mass fluxes

Do the splicing.

are known
Compute the
averaged chemical
source terms

Send to CFD code:

Get from CFD code:
Correct

Figure 2. Summary of the steps of the LEM model.

II.F.

Numerical method

The conservation equations, Eqs. 1-4, are solved with an adaptation of reactingFoam R , the reacting solver
of the OpenFOAM library. This solver is transient, pressure-based and can handle unstructured meshes.30
A zero-Mach-number assumption is used as done in reactingLMFoam31, 32 by splitting the pressure into a
fluid-mechanical-induced pressure, and a thermodynamic pressure, the latter of which is everywhere constant
and it is used to evaluate the equation of state. As a result, acoustic waves are eliminated from the solution.
With the present solver, an inner iterative loop is used to correct the velocity field using the output of
a pressure equation, as in the well-known PISO algorithm,33 cf. Tab. 1. Various temporal and spatial
discretization options are available from the OpenFOAM library. In the present work, time is discretized
with a second-order backward-di↵erencing scheme that uses the current and previous two time-step values.
For the convective fluxes, limited linear di↵erencing is used.27 Predictions from the present LESLEM solver
are seen to compared well with experiments of a nonreacting mixing problem,30 and with the mean velocity
and temperature profiles of a blu↵-body-stabilized-flame problem.34
II.G.

Configuration

The configuration of present interest is a reacting temporal jet, as depicted in Fig. 3. Initially this flow
consists of a fuel slab of thickness H⇠ with its central portion of thickness H having a horizontal velocity of
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Table 1. Outline of the algorithm.

Time-advance the LEM equations, Eqs. 10-17, for a LES time interval.
Calculate the density by solving the continuity equation, Eq. 1.
Start the outer loop.
Compute the uncorrected velocity with Eq. 2.
For LEM conduct the (uncorrected) splicing.
Compute the mass fractions.
Compute the sensible enthalpy.
Compute the temperature from the caloric equation of state, Eq. 6.
Start the inner loop.
Get the density from the equation of state, Eq. 5.
Get the pressure by solving a pressure-correction equation.
Correct the velocity.
End of the inner loop.
For LEM conduct the (corrected) splicing.
Calculate the turbulence quantities.
Correct the LEM temperatures and species mass fractions.
End of the outer loop.
U/2. Its surroundings have velocity of
U/2. The fuel is surrounded by oxidizer. In this way, initially
quantities vary only in the vertical direction, y, and are homogeneous in the streamwise, x, and spanwise, z,
directions. The vertical profiles of temperature and species mass fraction are given by tangential-hyperbolic
functions. The initial temperature and pressure of both the pure fuel and oxidizer streams are T0 and
101 kPa, and in between the hot products of combustion are given by flamelet solutions. The velocity
field consists of a mean spatial profile of horizontal velocity with zero vertical and spanwise components
with superimposed fluctuations. The computational domain is a box with dimensions of Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz . A
Reynolds number is defined as U H/µ, and a Damkholer number as Da = q H/ U with q denoting the
scalar dissipation rate at quenching conditions for a flamelet solution.

Figure 3. Schematic of the present flow configuration.

Two types of temporal jets are considered here: the syngas, Case-H jet of Hawkes et al.,26 and the
ethylene, Case-3 jet of Lignell et al.9 The parameters for these flow problems are indicated in Tab. 2.
For the syngas simulations the same chemical mechanism as the DNS is used. However, for the ethylene
simulations the mechanism of Lu & Law35 is used rather than that used in the DNS because it can be easily
put into a CHEMKIN format. Note that the mechanism of the DNS and that of Lu & Law35 are both
derived from the same parent mechanism. Two meshes are considered: a coarse mesh with Nx ⇥ Ny ⇥ Nz =
25⇥60⇥17, and a fine mesh of 108⇥126⇥72. The coarse mesh is nonuniform along y and has more cells near
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the initial fuel core, and the fine mesh is uniform and is similar to one use in a previous study.36 Minimum
(maximum) mesh spacings are about 0.35 (0.6) mm with the coarse mesh, and 0.13 (0.13) mm with the fine
mesh. This coarse mesh has mesh spacings of about three times larger or more than previous studies of
the syngas flame.36, 37 However, it still leads to eddy viscosities of the order of the fuel viscosity at initial
conditions. LEM simulations, due to their computational expense, are only conducted with the coarse mesh.
Note that in contrast the DNS use mesh spacings of 0.015-0.019 mm. For the boundary conditions, cyclic
boundaries are used in the x and z direction, and zero-normal-gradients in the y direction for all quantities
except pressure, which is set to one atmosphere at boundaries normal to the y direction. Various parameters
for the simulations considered here are indicated in Tab. 3.
Table 2. Parameters used in the syngas and ethylene flame simulations.

Parameter
Fuel
Oxidizer
T0 (K)
Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz (mm)
H (mm)
H⇠ (mm)
U (m/s)
Re
q (1/s)
Da
⇠st

Syngas flame
50% CO, 10% H2, 40% N2
25% O2 and 75% N2
500
16.4⇥20⇥11
1.37
1.84
138
9079
2380
0.011
0.422

Table 3. Simulations considered in the present work. Notes:

Flame

Syngas
Syngas
Syngas
Syngas
Syngas
Ethylene
Ethylene
Ethylene
Ethylene

Eddy
viscosity
model
Smagorinsky
Smagorinsky
Smagorinsky
Smagorinsky
One eq. eddy
Smagorinsky
Smagorinsky
Smagorinsky
Smagorinsky

1

Ethylene flame
42.2% C2H4, 57.8% N2
26.9% O2, 73.1% N2
550
11.52⇥18.24⇥7.68
0.96
1.5
196
5120
2380
0.011
0.17

Model parameters varied as discussed in text.

Turbulent
combustion
model
No-model
No-model
LEM 1
PaSR
No-model
No-model
No-model
LEM
PaSR 1

Mesh

Coarse
Fine
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Fine
Coarse
Coarse

An important di↵erence between the present LES and the DNS is the setting of the initial velocity
fluctuations. The DNS uses broadband turbulent fluctuations with an integral length-scale of about H/3.
The problem when using these fluctuations is that some information is inevitably lost when using meshes for
the LES that are not as fine as those used in the DNS. If such LES meshes are not too coarse, as those used
in past LES studies of the syngas flame36, 37 (and note that in one of these studies the minimum vertical
grid spacing is the same as that in the DNS37 ) this loss of information can be said to be not too detrimental.
However, the present goal is to use more practical, coarser meshes than these previous LES, in which case
the loss of information from the DNS initial conditions is not negligible anymore. Therefore, following the
qualitative nature of the present work, all present LES are initialized with the the t=0.0002 s fields (for both
syngas and ethylene flames) from a no-model, coarse and Smagorinsky simulation. This simulation in turn
is initialized using spatially-averaged (in x and z) DNS data and using zero initial velocity fluctuations.
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III.

Results

In the following emphasis is made on how temperature maps predicted with LES di↵er between each
other and with DNS data. For this purpose, the next discussion addresses how such di↵erences arise by
making a parameter change starting from a base case, which is denoted with bold letters in Tab. 3.
For the syngas simulations, Fig. 4 shows temperature maps in y-t space and ⇠-t space from the DNS.
Here ⇠ is the mixture fraction. Both T and ⇠ have been spatially-averaged along the xz plane. In Fig. 4a
the temporal evolution of temperature in the present temporal jet is analogous to that along the streamwise
spatial coordinate in a spatially-developing jet. Notice in Fig. 4a that the temperature initially drops and
increases later on. This is the process of extinction and reignition. It is interesting to note that the temporal
evolution of this process in Fig. 4a looks similar to lifto↵ in spatially-developing jets.2 Figure 4b is useful
because it provides in a compact way information about the mixing as well as that of the temperature.
Furthermore, the fact that this flame is predominantly non-premixed, as discussed later, allows the use of
mixture fraction to present the results. Thus, this type of map is used next when discussing LES results.
As in Fig. 4a, the process of extinction and reignition can also be seen in Fig. 4b. During extinction, notice
that minimum temperatures of about 1000 K occur along the stoichiometric mixture fraction line, denoted
with a grey horizontal line. In addition, the slope of the curve between the color portion of Fig. 4b and the
white portion is indicative of the rate of mixing since as the mixing between the fuel and oxidizer happen
the maximum value of the mixture fraction decreases. In particular, note that at times larger than 5E-5 s
there is no pure fuel anymore.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. DNS temperature maps for the syngas jet: (a) in y-t space, (b) in ⇠-t space.

The comparison between DNS and LES temperature maps is given in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 as well as in
other figures below all LES maps are shifted to visually match the DNS data. This is necessary due to the
di↵erent initial conditions used. First, notice in Fig. 5 that all LES predict both extinction and reignition.
This adequate prediction of the extinction also correlates with the observation that it happens during a
time interval where there are high values of the resolved scalar dissipation rate , shown as /D in Fig. 6
for the base conditions, with D being the di↵usivity. Recall that in nonpremixed flames it has been stated
that extinction happens when the values of the scalar dissipation rate are high enough for long enough
times.38 However, the minimum temperatures predicted with LES during extinction are not as low as those
seen in the DNS. Moreover, the extinction-reignition process is slightly faster with LES. Figures 5b and 5c
also shows that for the no-model simulations refining the mesh delays the reignition and produces lower
temperatures during it, both observations that agree better with the DNS. In regards to the e↵ect of the
turbulent combustion model, Figs. 5c and 5d show that the temperature maps with the no-model approach
and LEM are almost the same. This observation is also seen when decreasing C from 1 to 0.1 (to produce
more triplet maps), when increasing the number of LEM cells per LES cell from 12 to 36, and when turning
o↵ the temperature correction explained above. Figures 5c and 5e also show that the e↵ect of using the
one-equation-eddy model instead of the Smagorinsky model is small. In contrast with the e↵ect of using
LEM or the one-equation-eddy model, Figs. 5c and 5f show that using the PaSR does have an e↵ect on the
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predictions, and indeed it appears to make them closer to those using the fine mesh and, as discussed earlier,
more accurate in comparison with the DNS.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5. Comparison between DNS and LES temperature maps in ⇠-t space for the syngas jet: (a) DNS; (b) no-model,
fine mesh, Smagorinsky; (c) no-model, coarse mesh, Smagorinsky; (d) LEM, coarse mesh, Smagorinsky; (e) no-model,
coarse mesh, one-equation-eddy model; (f ) PaSR, coarse mesh, Smagorinsky.

Figure 6. Map of

/D (⇥ 10

6

m

2

) in ⇠-t space for the base conditions of the syngas jet.

For the ethylene flame, Fig. 7 shows the temperature maps from DNS simulations. Notice that, by
comparing the t=0 region in Figs. 4b and Fig. 7b, the maximum temperatures are spread over a large
interval in mixture fraction space in the syngas flame in comparison with the ethylene flame. (This can be
better seen in the heat-release plots in Fig. 17 of Lignell et al.10 ). This suggests that the syngas flame is
more distributed, whereas the ethylene flame is more flamelet-like. As a result, the process of extinction
and reignition is markedly di↵erent. Figures 4 and 7 show that the temperature decrease during extinction
is larger in the ethylene flame, but the temperature increase during reignition is less. In other words, the
extinction is more violent and the reignition is milder in the ethylene flame. In fact, in the ethylene flame,
reignition is seen to occur when an isolated flame kernel about 2 mm in diameter reignites the whole flame
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after a premixed mixture has been established (Fig. 4 in Lignell et al.9 ). As this happens, the flame changes
its character from predominantly nonpremixed to premixed (Fig. 12 in Lignell et al.9 ), as shown later.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. DNS temperature maps for the ethylene jet: (a) in y-t space, (b) in ⇠-t space.

Figure 8 shows that, as in the syngas flame, present LES capture the process of extinction and reignition
in the ethylene flame. In addition, also as shown in the syngas flame, the extinction happens during a time
period of large resolved scalar dissipation rates, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 8 and 9. However, also
note in Fig. 8 that the process of extinction and reignition with LES is about two times faster than that seen
in the DNS. Moreover, the LES predict larger minimum temperatures during extinction, and the reignition
occurs at a higher value of mixture fraction (not shown), at a time where the mixture is less diluted than the
DNS. Nonetheless, Figs. 8b and 8c also show a slight enhancement of accuracy by refining the mesh. More
interestingly, the use of turbulent combustion models seems to also enhance the accuracy. In particular, the
best agreement with the minimum temperatures during extinction is given by the PaSR simulation with the
coarse mesh, as can be seen in Fig. 8e. It is also seen that with the PaSR model varying the model constant
cm from 10 to 1 produces negligible di↵erences.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 8. Comparison of temperature maps in y-t space between DNS and LES maps for the ethylene jet: (a) DNS,
(b) no-model fine mesh, (c) no-model coarse mesh, (d) LEM coarse mesh, (e) PaSR coarse mesh.
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Figure 9. Map of

/D (⇥ 10
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2

) in y-t space for the base conditions of the ethylene jet.

Further details about the process of extinction and reignition in the ethylene flame are given in Figs. 10
and 11. Figure 10 shows the temperature field near the point of maximum extinction. Notice in Fig. 10 that
the amount of left-over flame after the extinction, represented here by high-temperature regions, is larger
with the no-model simulation than with the PaSR simulation. Thus, the latter agrees better with DNS, as
discussed above, although the size of the residual flame kernel is larger. Nonetheless, both no-model and
PaSR simulation, as well as LEM, do capture the transition from nonpremixed flame to premixed flame seen
in the DNS (Fig. 12 in Lignell et al.9 ). This can be seen in Fig. 11, where the premixed line represents the
integration of the PDF of flame index weighted by the heat-release rate having values greater then 0.707,
while the nonpremixed line does the same for values less than -0.707. Here the flame index is defined as
the normalized product of the gradient of fuel concentration and gradient of oxidizer concentration. All
quantities used for these calculations are filtered quantities. In contrast with the ethylene flame, as can be
seen in Fig. 12, it is interesting to notice that the flame is predominantly non-premixed in the syngas case.

Figure 10. Temperature field near the time of maximum extinction with the no-model approach (left) and with the
PaSR model (right). Other parameters include coarse mesh and Smagorinsky.

IV.

Analysis

Overall the present LES capture the process of extinction and reignition in two types of jets. For the
ethylene flame, this result is an enhancement of accuracy over a previous study using the one-dimensional
turbulence model which does not capture reignition.10 Furthermore, the change from non-premixed to
premixed combustion in this flame is captured.
The accuracy of the present predictions, nonetheless, can not be deemed fully satisfactory. In fact,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Temporal evolution of the nonpremixed or premixed character of the ethylene flame as explained in the
text: (a) no-model, (b) LEM, and (c) PaSR.

Figure 12. Temporal evolution of the nonpremixed or premixed character of the syngas flame as explained in the text
with the no-model approach, coarse mesh, and Smagorinsky model.

for the syngas flame, such an accuracy is inferior to that from previous studies with the transported-PDF
method36 and the LEM model.37 However, these two studies used very fine meshes (in fact, the latter one
uses a minimum vertical grid spacing similar to the DNS), and the present focus is on coarse meshes of more
practical relevance, as well as on exposing model deficiencies with this type of meshes. In spite of this low
accuracy, the present work has some value in showing how predictions are sensitive to model variations.
In both flames a sensitivity to variations of the turbulence modeling has been observed. Furthermore,
refining the mesh improves the accuracy of the predictions. Thus, it is unlikely that most of the relevant
scales are being well resolved. Such a sensitivity appears to be more pronounced in the ethylene flame
during the reignition stage when the flame transitions from predominantly nonpremixed to premixed. In
this case, no-model (laminar chemistry) predictions with the coarse mesh are made more accurate by using
the LEM model and, more notably, with the use of the PaSR model. For the latter model, this is seen both
in temperature maps and the detailed evolution of the flowfield. Thus, it cannot be said that in general
there is no need for turbulence modeling for problems such as the present ones.
Such an apparent enhancement of accuracy with turbulence modeling can be partly explained as follows.
DNS observations show that the e↵ect of the unsteady scalar dissipation rate has a profound e↵ect on the
extinction happening early on.10 The full resolution of these physics is not possible with the present coarsemesh LES. In this case, in the PaSR model the e↵ect of the scalar-dissipation fluctuations on the flame are
empirically modeled through the e↵ect of the subgrid eddy viscosity on the mixing time scale of the PaSR
model, ⌧m , cf. Eq. 8. With LEM this e↵ect is modeled by the action of the triplet maps on the subgrid 1D
profiles, a process that also depends on the subgrid eddy viscosity. In addition, the eddy viscosity a↵ects
the transport of cold ambient fluid into the reacting core. This is how the turbulent-combustion model and
the eddy-viscosity model act to represent physics not resolved by the mesh.
Lastly, it must be noted that an important question has been left unanswered: Is the apparent enhancement of accuracy produced by the turbulence modeling a result of better representing the unresolved physics
or of having a dynamical system (the flame) which is very close to a bifurcation (stable-burning to blowo↵)
and thus very sensitive to model-parameter variations? To address this question, a more in-depth analysis
than the present one using mean temperature maps is needed using, for example, plots of various quantities
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versus instantaneous values of the resolved and modeled scalar dissipation rates.

V.

Conclusions

1. Present LES with a rather coarse mesh capture qualitatively the extinction and reignition observed in
DNS simulations of two types of reacting jets.
2. The sensitivity to the turbulent-combustion model is not negligible, and the best accuracy is seen with
the PaSR model.
3. The number of models and model-parameter space considered in this work are small and should be
augmented to provide best-practice recommendations on how to model extinction and reignition.
4. Overall, the accuracy of the present LES when compared with the DNS is not satisfactory. If this
result is not mainly due to the di↵erent initial conditions used, then the problem of how to accurately
model extinction and reignition with practically-relevant meshes remains open.
5. The issue of how accurate model predictions need to be for practical applications also remains open.
For instance, is the expectation for the models to closely match the time-history of the DNS fields?
Or should models be assessed in a probabilistic manner (e.g. by addressing what is the probability of
extinction in an ensemble of simulations)?
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Appendix: Further details about the splicing algorithm
The transfer of LEM elements (mass) between di↵erent LES cells is done with a Lagrangian-based,
mass-transfer algorithm called splicing. This algorithm has two main steps.
In the first step, the amount of mass to be transferred through the face of two adjacent LES cells is
computed. It is useful to consider a donor LES cell (one that donates mass) and a receiver LES cell (one
that receives mass), a denomination which is dictated by the sign of the mass flux, as explained shortly.
The mass in the LEM domains to be transferred between adjacent LES cells, and related mass flux, has a
contribution due the the resolved velocity, Mres , and one from the subgrid-scale velocity, Msgs . They are
respectively given by
Mres = m tAũV 1 ,
(19)
Msgs = m tAusgs V

1

.

(20)

Here m is the total mass in the LEM domain of a given LES cell, t is the LES time step, A is the area
of the common face between donor and receiver LES cells, ũ is the velocity normal to the face, usgs is an
estimate of the subgrid-scale velocity at the face (computed from the LES model), and V is the volume of
the donor LES cell. The sign of Mres + Msgs dictates whether a LES cell is donating or receiving mass. At
this point, for a given LES cell and its respective LEM domain, we know the amount of mass Mres + Msgs
that needs to be cut (removed away) from the LEM domain into each of the adjacent LES cells, cf. Fig. 13.
But in which order?
The second step of the splicing is to decide in which order to cut and paste LEM elements, cf. Figs. 14.
The need of such decision is a consequence of having two ends of the LEM domain and six or more faces
in a LES cell. The following rules are followed in this decision. First, the outflow is done from one end of
the LEM domain, and the inflow through the other end. Thus, the segments to be spliced are considered as
flowing along the LEM domain (meaning starting from the domain state prior to modification by splicing)
and being ejected from the domain through the output boundary, and thus available for transfer across an
LES face. Second, the segments associated with the lowest flux Mres + Msgs are removed first, and those
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Figure 13. Splicing algorithm.

associated with the highest flux are removed last, cf. Fig. 14a. Third, in a similar manner, the segments
associated with the highest flux are pasted (attached) first to the inflow side of the LEM, and those with the
lowest flux are pasted last, cf. Fig. 14b. This second and third rules are consistent with the idea that the
low-flux segments have less momentum than the high-flux segments, so the former are displaced less along
LEM lines, cf. Fig. 14c.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. Step 2 of the splicing algorithm.

Further implementation details are as follow. The splicing algorithm is implemented by looping three
times over all LES cells in the whole computational domain. During the first loop, following step 1, the
magnitude and direction of mass flux on each LES cell face are calculated. An empty list is attached to
each LES face. In the second loop, following step 2, all outflux faces of an LES cell are identified and their
respective outflux masses are gathered and sorted in ascending order. Then the outflux LEM segments
corresponding to the outflux masses are spliced (cut and pasted) in ascending order of outflux mass from
the splicing donor LEM line to the corresponding empty lists (attached to each LES face). This procedure is
repeated for all other LES cells until the second loop is finished and all empty lists are now filled. Using the
same principle, in the third loop, all the influx faces of a LES cell are recognized and their respective influx
masses are sorted in descending order. Then the LEM segments are spliced in descending order (of influx
mass) to the splicing receiver LEM line from the corresponding filled lists (attached to each LES face). The
third loop goes through all LES cells and in the end all the filled lists resulting from the first loop are empty
again. The splicing process is complete.
The standard splicing algorithm on a single processor domain has been implemented very efficiently using
a pointer based LEM data structure where splicing is realized via simple pointer re-arrangements. However,
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domain decomposition for parallel computations on distributed memory architectures leads to processor
domains which have a priori no input from neighboring processor domains. If splicing is not done correctly
(e.g. by a simplified cell averaged approach) at processor boundaries, it can lead to unphysical results. In
order to perform splicing across processor boundaries, LEM lines across processor boundaries (called ghost
LEM lines) are copied to the neighboring processor. Then splicing is performed between LEM lines that are
next to the boundary and ghost LEM lines by each processor.
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